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about dr ben goldacre bad science - speaking engagements i do talks on the misuse of science and statistics in medicine
business journalism government and more they are funny and informative depending on whether it s after dinner or the
beginning of the day kids adults or people in suits, bad science quacks hacks and big pharma flacks ben - bad science
quacks hacks and big pharma flacks ben goldacre on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers have you ever
wondered how one day the media can assert that alcohol is bad for us and the next unashamedly run a story touting the
benefits of daily alcohol consumption or how a drug that is pulled off the market for causing heart attacks ever got approved
in the first place, ben goldacre battling bad science ted talk - every day there are news reports of new health advice but
how can you know if they re right doctor and epidemiologist ben goldacre shows us at high speed the ways evidence can be
distorted from the blindingly obvious nutrition claims to the very subtle tricks of the pharmaceutical industry, ben goldacre
battling bad science ted summaries - speaker ben goldacre is a physician academic and science writer as of 2014 he is a
wellcome research fellow in epidemiology at the london school of hygiene and tropical medicine and a founder of the alltrials
campaign to require open science practices in clinical trials, ben goldacre battling bad science ted talk subtitles - these
are from the daily mail every country in the world has a newspaper like this it has this bizarre ongoing philosophical project
of dividing all the inanimate objects in the world into the ones that either cause or prevent cancer, patrick holford bad
science - ben goldacre saturday may 19 2007 the guardian normally i d ignore quack medical devices but when the
catalogue from health products for life run by vitamin pill salesman patrick holford arrived i found an unexpected treat
waiting for me among his usual special formulation pill peddling banter there was the qlink pendant at just 69 99, bad
pharma how drug companies mislead doctors and harm - smart funny clear unflinching ben goldacre is my hero mary
roach author of stiff spook and bonk we like to imagine that medicine is based on evidence and the results of fair testing and
clinical trials, what doctors don t know about the drugs they prescribe - when a new drug gets tested the results of the
trials should be published for the rest of the medical world except much of the time negative or inconclusive findings go
unreported leaving, treatment of hypothyroidism verywellhealth com - autoimmune hashimoto s disease is the most
common cause of an underactive thyroid gland and there are several causes for it regardless the treatment for an
underactive thyroid gland surgically removed gland or congenitally damaged or missing gland is thyroid hormone
replacement with a prescription thyroid drug, bad astronomy bad astronomy - this is my last post for the bad astronomy
blog on discover magazine as of today monday november 12 2012 the blog has a new home at slate magazine it has been
my pleasure and honor to, installing fftw3 and the fftw r package working with data - if you have to compile code that
uses fourier transforms you may wish to use the fftw library which the authors describe thusly our benchmarks performed on
on a variety of platforms show that fftw s performance is typically superior to that of other publicly available fft software and
is even competitive with vendor tuned codes in contrast to vendor tuned codes however fftw s, what is science and the
scientific method - the scientific method is a set of steps taken to ensure that conclusions are reached sensibly
experiments designed carefully data is interpreted in accordance with the results of tests and that procedures can be
verified independently, improved python style logging in r working with data - last august in python style logging in r we
described using an r script as a wrapper around the futile logger package to generate log files for an operational r data
processing script today we highlight an improved documented version that can be sourced by your r scripts or dropped into
your package s r directory to provide easy file and console logging, what doctors don t tell you about homeopathy - one
of the greatest delusions of quackademic medicine is that homeopathy is anything other than pseudoscience
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